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Abstract—This paper develops both exact and approximate
models for the analysis of an all-optical packet switch based on
a fiber-loop buffer memory (FLBM). The switch structure and
operation is based on the fully shared buffer architecture of the
Research and Development in Advanced Communications in
Europe—ATM Optical Switching (RACE-ATMOS) project [1],
which uses individual wavelengths to store fixed-length packets
in the fiber-loop buffer. An exact model of the switch has been
developed [2], which can be used to determine the blocking perfor-
mance of the switch and obtain both its throughput and packet loss
characteristics. It has been used to study the switch performance
under different loading conditions and for different values of the
key design parameters of the switch. This model is difficult to use
for studying large switches of this kind because of computational
complexities. To tackle this problem, an approximate queuing
model has also been presented, which may be used to study the
performance of large switches of this kind. The results obtained
by the two methods are compared to confirm that the approximate
model works well under typical loading conditions of the switch.

Index Terms—All-optical switch, fiber-loop buffer memory
(FLBM), performance analysis, queuing analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE NEED for a broad-band integrated communication
system, capable of accommodating a variety of diverse

services with different bandwidths, has resulted in the evolution
of Broadband Integrated Services Digital Networks (BISDN)
[3]–[5]. The main requirements for these services would be high
bandwidth, high speeds, and fast switching at levels that are
difficult to meet using only electronic technology. Photonic tech-
nology has the capability to fulfill these requirements [6]–[9].

A. Photonic Packet Switching

Electronic packet switching converts signals from optical to
electronic form before the switching function is performed. At
the output interface, the signal is converted back to the optical
form. In these systems, with increasing bit rates, the costs of
the optical–electronic (O–E) and electronic–optical (E–O) inter-
faces become prohibitively high. The clock skew problem also
becomes more difficult to handle. The situation is further com-
plicated by the fact that different edge interfaces may use dif-
ferent formats for data transmission.

In such a scenario, one needs to find ways to reduce the cost of
switching systems. One way to do this is to use all-optical packet
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switching with low-bit-rate headers. In this case, high-speed in-
terfaces will only be needed at the edges of the network. Once
converted to optical form, the payload will remain as it is. This
will make it possible to achieve higher bit rates in the optical
fiber, leading to better utilization of fiber capacity. This will also
help in resolving the clock skew problem. The term “all-optical”
generally implies that the data portion of a packet remains in
optical format all the way, from the source to the destination.
The capability of photonic switches (when used in conjunc-
tion with optical fibers) to maintain data in all-optical format
from the source to the destination allows concurrent transport of
various data rates (data-rate transparency) and formats (format
transparency). Although the data remains optical, both optical
and optoelectronic techniques are needed to implement packet
routing functions.

The key functions needed for implementation and operation
of photonic packet switches are timing recovery and packet syn-
chronization, packet header replacement, packet buffering, and
packet routing [11]. A packet will have a header and a pay-
load. The header contains routing and other control informa-
tion. The header has to be processed at each switch, and hence,
it is desirable that the header has a relatively low fixed bit rate
suitable for electronic processing (say, less than 10 Gb/s). The
payload (data) itself may have a variety of bit rates as per mu-
tual agreement between source and destination. Using packets
of fixed length will significantly simplify the implementation of
packet contention resolution, packet buffering, packet routing,
and packet synchronization [11].

In this paper, we focus on the buffering aspects. We also
assume that all packets are synchronized at the inputs of the
switch. Buffering of packets somewhere within the switch
is needed to prevent packet contention. The difficulty in
implementing fully functional photonic equivalents of elec-
tronic random access memory (RAM) makes clocked optical
buffering and synchronization difficult. One possible approach
is to use a fiber delay line either in recirculating or traveling
configurations. In these delay elements, once the signal enters
the fiber, it will come out of it after a fixed interval of time [12].

In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of a photonic
packet switching architecture, which is based on the multi-
wavelength fiber-loop memory proposed in the Research and
Development in Advanced Communication in Europe-ATM
Optical switching (RACE-ATMOS) project [2].

In this architecture, optical buffers recirculate packets, in-
stead of holding them statically in memory. Multiple packets
are stored in a single fiber loop using the wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) technique. The fiber loop attenuates the
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signals as it recirculates. Hence, optical amplifiers (OAs) are
used in the loop to amplify the signal, which adds amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) noise to the signal. Because of the
accumulation of this noise, the depth of the fiber–loop memory
cannot exceed a certain number of recirculations. This implies
that we cannot save more than a certain number of packets for
any particular output. The erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)
commonly used has limited gain-bandwidth product. Hence, use
of more wavelengths in the fiber-loop buffer memory (FLBM)
leads to increased crosstalk. This would limit the total number of
wavelengths that can be used in the fiber loop. Both these con-
siderations imply that photonic switches will need algorithms
that use buffers efficiently, in accordance with the inherent lim-
itations of the switch.

The architecture and mode of operation of the switch under
consideration are discussed in Section II. The modeling of the
switch is done for two conditions. In the first condition, reading
and writing on a particular wavelength cannot be done in the
same time slot—this is referred to as aType I switch. The other
condition is one in which a particular wavelength can be read
and written in the same time slot. This is referred to as aType II
switch.

An exact computational model has been developed for both
types of switches in Section III. These models have been used
to determine the packet loss performance of the switches and
obtain their throughput. Then, the exact models have been used
to study the performance of the switches under different loading
conditions and for different values of the key design parameters
of the switches. Computational complexities make it difficult to
use the exact model to study large switches of this kind.

To tackle this problem, we also present an approximate
queuing approach in Section IV that may be used for large
switches of this kind. The results obtained by the two methods
are compared to confirm that the approximate models work
well under typical loading conditions of the switch. The con-
clusions and some suggestions for future work are presented in
Section VI.

II. SWITCH ARCHITECTURE

In general, a photonic switch based on a multiwavelength
fiber-loop memory switching fabric consists of two main func-
tional blocks: link interfaces and switching fabric [10].

A. Switch Fabric Architecture

The switch fabric architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The multi-
wavelength fiber-loop memory in the switch fabric operates in
WDM mode. The fiber-loop length is equal to one cell period.
The fabric shown in Fig. 1 may be considered as a basic matrix,
which can be used to build large dimensional multistage switch
configurations. This is characterized byinput and output
ports. The switch fabric consists of the following four functional
blocks:

1) the cell-encoder block incorporating fast tunable op-
tical wavelength converters;

2) the buffering block consisting of a multiwavelength fiber
loop used in case of contention;

3) the output block consisting of tunable filters;

Fig. 1. All-optical FLBM packet switch.

4) the switch control block implementing the switching
algorithm by controlling the tunable wavelength con-
verters (TWCs), semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA)
switches, and tunable filters.

The main components of the switch are a 3-dB directional
coupler, splitter and combiner, multiplexer/de-
multiplexer, SOAs, EDFA, TWCs, and tunable filters.

B. Operation of the Switch

The following have been assumed for switch operation.

• Packets coming at the switch inputs are of fixed size.
• The operation of the switch fabric [1], [12] is synchronous

on a packet-period basis. (Synchronization of packets are
performed by the link processor unit.)

• There are delay elements at the inputs of the switch fabric,
which provide delay so that the processing of the headers
of incoming packets by the switch controller is complete
before the packets enter the encoder block.

• The switch uses wavelengths. Here, is the
number of wavelengths corresponding toSOAs in the
fiber loop, and is the number of wavelengths that are
used in case of direct transmission to the output bypassing
the fiber loop.

• All-optical wavelength converters at the inputs and tun-
able filters at the outputs of the switch can be tuned to any
of the wavelengths instantaneously.

Consider the situation where there are no packets in the buffer
for a particular output in a time slot. If more than one packet ar-
rives at the inputs in the same slot and are destined for the same
output, then one of the incoming packets is selected for direct
transmission using one of the direct wavelengths. The con-
troller has to make sure that each input–output pair involved in
direct transmission uses different wavelengths in the same time
slot. The wavelength of each of the remaining packets is tuned
to one of the free wavelengths (i.e., using any wavelength that
is not currently used to store a packet in this time slot) in the
fiber-loop memory, if sufficient free wavelengths are available.
Otherwise, the controller will drop the packet. The FLBM stores
packets by allowing the corresponding optical signal to recircu-
late in the loop. Packets from the FLBM may either continue
in the FLBM or may be directed to an output port. In the latter
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case, the corresponding SOA is turnedOFF, erasing the packet
from the loop. The packets in the fiber-loop memory are kept
recirculating (stored) in the WDM loop memory by activating
the corresponding SOA, in case they are required to be delayed
(i.e., buffered).

At the input of the memory loop, half of the power enters
the loop and half goes toward the outputs through the passive
coupler. Therefore, when the contention is resolved, the packet
is routed to the destination link simply by properly tuning the
corresponding output tunable filter to the corresponding wave-
length in the fiber loop. In this fabric, one cannot erase and write
into the same buffer (i.e., wavelength in the fiber loop) in the
same time slot.

III. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF THESWITCH

In this section, a queuing model and a computational ap-
proach for calculating the probability of blocking for the pho-
tonic switch of Section II has been presented. The modeling of
the switch is done for two conditions. The first condition is one
in which reading and writing on a particular wavelength cannot
be done in same time slot. This is referred as aType I switch.
The other condition is one in which a particular wavelength can
be read and written into in the same time slot. This is referred
to as aType II switchand can be implemented by suitably mod-
ifying the architecture.

A. Switching Architecture (Type I Switch)

In a Type I switch, while the packet is being read, it is also
erased. Hence, one cannot use the same wavelength for storing
a new packet, while a packet is being read. The EDFAs and
SOAs in the fiber loop will add noise to the optical signal (cor-
responding to a packet stored in the FLBM) with every recir-
culation. Since, ASE noise accumulates with an optical signal,
after a certain number of recirculations, the optical signal will
become unusable. Consequently, the number of recirculations of
a packet in such a loop will be limited. It is assumed that only up
to recirculations are allowed for a packet stored for a partic-
ular output. Hence, the number of packets that may possibly be
buffered for a particular output is also limited to. Packet loss
would occur whenever this limit is exceeded. In the switch,is
the total number of wavelengths available for packet storage in
the FLBM. Hence, this is also the total number of buffers avail-
able for sharing between all the outputs of the switch. Fig. 2
shows the equivalent discrete queuing model for this
all-optical FLBM packet switch.

B. The Traffic Model

Here, we refer to the traffic as seen by the input ports of the
switching fabric. Two random processes describe the traffic
model. The first governs the arrival of packets in each time
slot. The second process describes the distribution by which
arriving packets choose their destination ports. Uniform traffic
is assumed with packets arriving at each input port of the
switch according to independent and identically distributed
(iid) Bernoulli processes with parameter . Thus,

represents the input load at each input port of the switching

Fig. 2. Queuing structure of the packet switch.

fabric. Further, incoming packets choose to go to any of the
output ports with equal probability, independent of all other
packets (i.e., it chooses a particular output with probability

). This assumption is justified because it has been observed
that the traffic arriving at the core switching nodes is less bursty
than the traffic arriving at access nodes. This is due to the
inherent smoothening that takes place when independent bursty
packet streams are queued and then released at a given rate (the
link service rate) into the network. Furthermore, the subsequent
stages cause the traffic to become even less bursty [5].

1) Modeling of a Type I Switch:For an switch with
buffer constraints and mentioned previously, the routing
rules followed by the switch controller are as follows.

1) If there are packets in buffer for output,
then one of them will be sent to the output. If, in that slot,
there are one or more packets also present at the inputs
for output , then these will be buffered in the FLBM, to
the extent allowed by rules 3–5.

2) Consider the case when there are no packets in the buffer
for output , but input lines have packets for that
output. Then, one of these packets is directly sent to
output . The remaining packets will be buffered
in the FLBM to the extent allowed by rules 3–5.

3) Number of packets in buffer for output should never
be greater than, i.e., for .

4) The total number of buffers used should never be greater
than , i.e., .

5) The buffers are such that simultaneous read and write is
not allowed in the same slot for the same wavelength in
the FLBM.

6) Depending on the current buffer state and the offered
input pattern, one or more of the input packets may be
lost. The switch controller adopts the rule of dropping
packets for the lower indexed output lines first (from the
input pattern), whenever needed. (Other approaches, such
as dropping packets of the highest indexed output first or
dropping randomly, may also be studied.) Dropping lower
indexed output lines first may reduce computational load
by reducing the number of possible transitions.

7) In addition, the controller is expected to maintain first-
come-first-serve (FCFS) flow between inputs and corre-
sponding outputs for all packets that are not dropped.
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If , then the switch is fully output-queued
with the output queue length for each output limited to, the
recirculation limit. The FLBM buffer will only be able to store
up to packets when equality is satisfied [2].

Theorem 3.1:For a Type I switch, if
and , then the maximum number of packets that can be
stored in the FLBM buffer would be either a) if

or b) ,
if , where

and is an positive integer.
Proof: Let the switch be in a state such that

buffers have been occupied at the end of the previous slot. This
assumption makes sure that all the incoming packets are stored
or transmitted directly and that none of them is dropped. This
will lead to a buffer state where maximum packets are stored.
After reaching the maximum buffer occupancy state, even if
packets arrive, packets that are transmitted in that slot and that
are stored in the buffer will be equal, thereby maintaining max-
imum packets in the buffer. In order to store maximum packets
in the buffer and minimize the packets to be transmitted, all
the stored packets must be destined for the minimum possible
number of outputs. Consequently, the number of outputs that
can have all packets stored in the buffer is .
This implies that packets will be required to keep all those
outputs in the same state. Assume that the rest of the packets
(i.e., packets) are for the next output. We
can then have additional packets in the next slot. If

, then the maximum number
of packets that can be stored equals

. The “ 1” term accounts for the packet that will
be passed out of the last output in the current time slot.

If , then
the maximum number of packets that can be stored equals

. The “ ”
term is due to the packets that would be passed out to the
one previous output andnew outputs in that time slot.

2) Analytical Model of the Type I Switch:In any given time
slot, we define to be the input pattern
and as the buffer state of the
switch. Here, the total number of packets arriving at all
the input lines in that slot that are destined for output, and

the number of packets destined for outputpresently
stored in the FLBM buffer. For this arrival model, as described
previously, one can calculate the probability for any
feasible input pattern. For example, for a 2 2 switch, we
have ,

, and
For an switch, similar expressions for may be

derived for any .
The set of feasible buffer statesare obtained by applying

the routing rules given previously, to the switch for all possible
input patterns applied to all possible initial buffer states. This
leads to a Markov chain. It is done using a computer program to
build up an exhaustive table of all possible buffer states [2].

This procedure also builds a table for the number of packets
lost, , for all combinations of input patternsand ini-
tial buffer states . In dropping the packets, a convention to drop

packets for the lower output-index values first is followed. Ide-
ally, in consideration of fairness, the packets should have been
dropped at random. However, that would have made the analysis
difficult and has not been used here, since a significant effect on
performance results is not expected. Using this, the probability
of packet loss for the switch with parametersand

and input probability will be given by

(1)

In (1), will be found by solving the appropriate balance
equations for the state. The process of writing the balance equa-
tions has been automated (because of the large number of state
variables involved) by writing a computer program that gen-
erates all the global balance equations using the routing rules
given previously. These balance equations may then be directly
solved using MATLAB or any other similar package. As an ex-
ample, theglobal balance equationfor the buffer state (1,1) in
a 2 2 switch for and is given by

(2)

Note that some of these transitions will involve packet loss. For
example, if the input pattern (0,2) is applied to the buffer state
(1,1) in this switch, then one packet will be lost, and the buffer
state reached will be (0,1). Note that this happens because si-
multaneous read/write on an FLBM wavelength is not allowed.

C. Switching Architecture of a Type II Switch

In order to determine the improvement possible if erasing and
writing is feasible in the same slot, aType IISwitch is also con-
sidered. We assume the same value of recirculation limitfor
both theType ISwitch and theType IISwitch. We assume that
is the total number of wavelengths available for packet storage
in the FLBM and are shared between all theoutputs of the
switch. Its queuing model may be represented by Fig. 2. The
traffic model for this switch is the same as that for a Type I
switch.

The recirculation limit is modeled by the maximum number
of packets that can be stored for an output, i.e.,. Thus, slots
are the maximum delay that a packet can have. As before, the
number of wavelengths in the fiber-loop memory will be limited
to . If , then the switch reduces to a simple
output-queued one with the queue length for any output limited
to with common buffers for storing packets in the case of
contention. (In this switch, we have an wavelength,
instead of an , because read/write can be done on a
wavelength in the same time slot.) For , the switch
will be modeled as a shared buffered switch with constrainton
the maximum logical queue length for any particular output.

1) Modeling of a Type II Switch:The Type II switch is mod-
eled similarly to the Type I switch. For buffer constraintsand

, the routing rules followed by the switch are the same as
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that for a Type I switch, except that reading and writing in a
buffer/wavelength is allowed in the same time slot.

2) Computational Model of “Type II Switch”:The compu-
tational modeling for a Type II switch is done in exactly the
same way as that for a Type I switch, except that the modified
routing rules stated previously are used to generate the global
balance equations for the switch. The other difference lies in
the calculation of blocking probability. The number of packets
lost for a specific combination of the input pattern
and the buffer state is calculated keeping in mind the modi-
fied routing rules. Using this, the probability of packet loss
for the switch with parametersand and input prob-
ability is found using (1).

IV. A PPROXIMATE MODELING OF THESWITCH

In Section III, we have described the queuing model for the
switch and an exact method for its analysis. This method be-
comes too complex to solve conveniently, as the size of the
switch increases. This is because the number of buffer states
increases rapidly with increasing switch size. Consequently, the
number of simultaneous equations to be solved to get the proba-
bilities of the buffer states also increases, making this approach
difficult to follow for large switches. In this section, we present
an approximate queuing model for both the Type I and the Type
II switch, which can significantly simplify the analysis for large
switches.

A. Approximate Queuing Model for a Fully
Output-Queued Switch

To motivate the approximate-queuing-model-based analysis
of this switch, consider the fully output-queued switch (such
that packets can be stored at each output). To analyze this,
consider a discrete time queue with deterministic service times
(equal to the packet duration) and batch arrivals and assume that
packet arrivals on the input lines are governed by independent
and identical Bernoulli processes. In any given time slot, the
probability that a packet will arrive on a particular input is.
Each packet has an equal probability of going to any given
output, and successive packets are stastistically independent.

Considering a particular output queue, we define the random
variable as the number of packets arriving at the tagged queue
during a given time slot. It follows that has a binomial distri-
bution with individual probabilities given by [13]

(3)

Its probability generating function may be expressed as

(4)

If we now assume that the tagged queue can store, at most,
packets (i.e., the maximum queue length at an output), then the
state transition diagram of this queue will contain only
buffer states, i.e., . The probabilities of

all the buffer states for any output queue are solved by writing
and solving the corresponding balance equations. Let the buffer
states have probabilities ,
where is the probability of packets in the buffer.
Then, the probability generating function of the number of
packets in the buffers may be written as

(5)

Since there are outputs, we may represent the probability
generating function of the number of packets in queue in each of
them as . The probability generating
function of the total buffers occupied in the switch can be written
as

(6)

assuming the queues to be independent.
Note that (5) represents the probability generating function

of the buffer states for a fully output-queued switch such that,
at most, packets can be stored at each output. The powers of

represent the buffer states of the switch, and
their coefficients equal the probability of that buffer state.

B. Approximate Queuing Model for Type I Switch

It should be noted that in a Type I switch, no more than
buffers may be occupied in any time slot. The number of packets
that may be stored is actually less than, since reading and
writing in the same time slot is not allowed in a Type I switch.
To find the considering the limitation on
total buffer in a Type I switch, approximations may be done in
two heuristic ways, referred to as “Method I” and “Method II.”

1) Method I: Renormalization:This procedure of finding
may be summarized as follows.

Step 1) Find by retaining the terms
in (6) that constitute the set of feasible buffer
states and omitting the rest from the expression of

.
Step 2) Sum up all the coefficients of terms in the expression

of .
Step 3) Divide each of the coefficients of

by the sum obtained in
Step 2 and denote the expression obtained as

.
The probability of any input pattern is found in the same way

as explained previously. The number of packets lost
for a specific combination of the input patternand the buffer
state may be calculated considering the routing rules. Using
this, the probability of packet loss for the switch with
parameters and and input probability is then determined
from (1).

2) Method II: Adding the Residual Probability Equally to
the Buffer States at the Boundaries:The procedure of finding

may be summarized as follows.

Step 1) Find by retaining the
terms that constitute the set of feasible buffer
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states and omitting the rest from the expression of
.

Step 2) Sum up all the coefficients of terms in the expression
of and denote the sum by
sum_coefficient. Find 1-sum_coefficientand denote
this by .

Step 3) Find the number of buffer states in
where the total number of

packets is equal to the maximum value given by
Theorem 3.1 and denote it as.

Step 4) Add to the coefficient of each of these
buffer states at the boundary and denote the final ex-
pression obtained as .

C. Approximate Queuing Model for Type II Switch

For the approximate-queuing-model-based analysis of
a Type II switch, we proceed in a manner similar to that
followed for a Type I switch. This involves calculating

, i.e., the probability generating func-
tion of the buffer states for an fully output-queued
switch, as explained previously. The maximum number of
packets that can be stored is equal to, since reading and
writing in a buffer in the same time slot would be allowed in
a Type II switch. The approximation may be done using the
approach of either Method I or Method II, as given for the Type
I switch.

The coefficients of give the probabil-
ities of their respective buffer states. The main difference
lies in the calculation of blocking probability. The number of
packets lost for a specific combination of the input
pattern and the buffer state is calculated following the
routing rules for the Type II switch. The probability of packet
loss for the switch with parameters and and
input probability may then be found using (1).

V. RESULTS

A. Type I Switch

The approach described previously has been used to study
the performance of the FLBM-based Type I switch.
The basic performance result that is needed to characterize the
switch is the probability of packet loss . Its dependence on
various parameters for a Type I switch has been shown in Figs. 3
and 4. Fig. 3 shows that the performance of the switch is sim-
ilar to that of a fully output-queued switch with much smaller

(i.e., when ). Note that using fewer wave-
lengths will make the fabrication of FLBM easier. We have ob-
served similar trends for a 22 switch with and a 6 6
switch with . Similar results were reported by us in [2].
As expected, the loss increases with increasing traffic, i.e., in-
creasing values of. This is evident from the results of Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 in [2] shows as a function of the individual buffer limit
. It was observed that reduces with increasingup to a cer-

tain value. Thereafter, does not reduce significantly with an
increase in . For a given value of and , this threshold value
of should be used as the value for whichreaches a desirably
low value. For example, when and , should
be 8.

Fig. 3. Probability of packet loss versusB(b = 2) for a 4� 4 Type I switch.

Fig. 4. Probability of packet loss versusp(b = 2) for a 4� 4 Type I switch.

Fig. 5. Probability of packet loss versusB(b = 2) for a 4� 4 Type II switch.

B. Type II Switch

The approach described in Section III has been used to study
the performance of the FLBM-based Type II switch.
The probability of packet loss and its dependence on var-
ious parameters for a Type II switch is shown in Figs. 5–7. It is
again observed from Fig. 5 that even when the total number of
wavelengths (required in the FLBM) is much smaller than the
fully output queuedlimit of the switch still performs
as well as the fully output-queued switch. Consequently, fewer
wavelengths are needed for fabrication of the FLBM in the Type
II switch with acceptable performance. The increases with
increasing values of. This is evident from the results of Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 indicates that for a given value of(and ), increasing
improves the performance of the switch. Hence, the FLBM

amplifiers, etc., should be low-noise ones so thatwill be as
high as possible.
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Fig. 6. P versusp(b = 2) for a 4� 4 Type II switch.

Fig. 7. Probability of packet loss versusb for a 4� 4 type II switch.

Fig. 8. Probability of packet loss versusB(b = 2) foa 4� 4 Type I switch.
Solid line: Approximate Method 1. Dotted line: Exact analysis.

C. Approximate Models for Type I Switch

The switch is analyzed applying the procedure described in
Section IV, and the results are compared with those obtained by
our exact analytical procedure. The results obtained by the two
approximate models have also been compared with each other.

Fig. 8 compares the results of exact analysis with that of
“Method I.” In this figure, the dotted lines give the results ob-
tained by exact analysis, while the bold ones are the results ob-
tained using the approximation of “Method I.” Fig. 9 compares
the results of exact analysis with that of “Method II” for a Type
I switch. These results show that for lowand higher values
of , the results of both the approximate models match closely
with those obtained by exact analysis. For higher value ofand
low values of , the results tend to deviate somewhat from those
obtained by exact analysis. This would be the case if the switch
was highly loaded and/ or very few wavelengths are available

Fig. 9. P versusB(b = 2) for a 4� 4 Type I switch. Solid line: Approximate
Method II. Dotted line: Exact analysis.

for buffer storage in the FLBM switch. Note that, either way,
this will not be a desirable point of operation for such a switch.
We have also observed that when the value ofincreases for a
fixed size of the switch, the results obtained using the approxi-
mate models tend to approach closely to the exact results.

It should also be noted from Figs. 8 and 9 that obtained
with the approximation of Method I is less than that using
Method II for low values of and high . This is expected,
since in Method II, it is only the probability of the boundary
states that are increased. This will lead to an increase in the
probability of packet loss, as the boundary states are the ones
that will cause maximum loss of packets. The results for
both the models match closely for low probabilities of packet
arrivals and high values of .

Note that, for low values of and high probabilities of packet
arrival, both the approximate models lead to higher probabilities
of blocking than the actual values obtained from an exact anal-
ysis. Considering this, Method I may be considered a better ap-
proximation than Method II for modeling the Type I switch, i.e.,
Method I will give results that are closer to the actual values.

D. Approximate Models for Type II Switch

Fig. 10 compares the results of exact analysis with that of
Method I. Fig. 11 compares the results of exact analysis with
that of Method II for a Type II switch. Fig. 10 shows that for
low probabilities of arrival and higher values of, the results
of approximate Method I match closely with those obtained by
exact analysis. For highand low values of , the results tend
to deviate somewhat from the values obtained by exact analysis.
For the approximation of Method II (Fig. 11), the results tend
to match closely with the exact results for all probabilities of
packet arrival and . Similar trends were observed for higher
values of .

It should also be noted from Figs. 10 and 11 that the prob-
ability of packet loss for Method I is less as compared with
the Method II approximation for low values of and higher
. This is expected, since in Method II, it is only the probability

of boundary states that are increased. This will therefore show
an increase in the probability of packet loss, since the boundary
states are the ones where packets are more likely to be lost. This
implies that, for modeling a Type II switch, the approximation
of Method II is a better choice over the whole range of parame-
ters , , and .
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Fig. 10. Probability of packet loss versusB(b = 2) for a 4� 4 Type II switch
Solid line: Approximate Method 1. Dotted line: Exact analysis.

Fig. 11. Probability of packet loss versusB(b = 2) for a 4� 4 Type II switch.
Solid line: Approximate Method 2. Dotted line: Exact analysis.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzes an all-optical packet switch based on
multiwavelength fiber-loop memory to study its performance
in detail. Based on the switch architecture, an exact analytical
model has been developed. This exact model is difficult to use
for study of a large switch of this kind because of computational
complexities. To tackle this, two simpler approximate queuing
models were presented along with the results to confirm their
applicability under typical loading conditions.

For a Type I switch, it is observed that, even when the total
number of wavelengths (required in the FLBM) is much
smaller than the fully output-queued limit of ,
the switch still performs as well as the latter. This can be
done, to a large extent, without compromising the overall
performance of the switch. Results indicate that, for a given
value of (and ), increasing beyond a threshold value may
not provide any significant further improvement. Still, however,
the FLBM amplifiers should be low noise so thatwill be as
high as possible. Similar performance trends are also observed
in a Type II switch.

In a Type I switch, the results show that, for low probability
of packet arrival and for higher values of, the results of both
the approximate models match closely with those obtained by
exact analysis. For high probability of packet arrivals and for
low values of , the results tend to deviate from those obtained
by exact analysis. It should also be noted that the probability of
packet loss obtained with the approximate Method I is less than

the one obtained using Method II for low values ofand high
. The results for both the models match closely for lowand

high values of .
Note that both approximate models lead to higher proba-

bilities of blocking than the actual values obtained from an
exact analysis, for low values of and high . Considering
this, Method I may be considered a better approximation than
Method II for modeling the Type I switch, i.e., Method I will
give results that are closer to the actual values. In a Type II
switch, the results of the approximate Method I match closely
with those obtained by the exact analysis for lowand for
higher values of . For high and for low values of , the
results tend to deviate somewhat from the values obtained
by exact analysis. For the approximation of Method II, the
results tend to match closely with the exact results for all
and . This implies that for modeling a Type II switch, the
approximation of Method II is a better choice over the whole
range of parameters, , and .
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